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editorial
see what is being put on the blackboard or overhead projector.

As for raising my arm, I do this for two reasons: to ask a

question of the instructor or to answer a question put forth by the
instructor. If more students would raise their arms in response to
the latter, it would not seem like the instructor is always calling on
a few selected students.

It is apparent from the subject matter of the previously
mentioned article that Mr. Dreesen is a student who sits in the back
of the classroom and, because he can neither hear nor see what is

going on, he has resorted to daydreaming, which is the only place I

can think of where he had time to dream up such a worthless
editorial.

Jeff Hermansen

Not worth stiff drink
Dear editor:

Whoever said Blood on the Tracks wasn't worth the price of a

cup of coffee isn't worth the price of a stiff drink.
For the price of the space heshe used to say it, somebody could

have bought the album.
"Jack of Hearts" alone is worth the price of a Sam Peckinpah

movie or used copy of Illuminations.
Leonard Wheeler

Dear editor:
I was thrilled to read the beautifully written and expressive

special story .on the South Dakota Czechs by your talented and
sensitive writer Lynn Silhasek in Thursday's paper.

The settling of this incredible food-producin- g portion of the
earth in the past 75 years by Czechs, Danes, Germans, Swedes,
Norwegians, Irish and others in order to make homes and
contribute to the nation and world is a great saga.

As one who 50 years ago walked to school in Dewel County,
South Dakota in --25 degree winters, I could empathize with those
and hundreds of thousands of others who literally laid their lives
on the line to make the Great Plains of the USA vital for all time.

Royce H. Knapp

Arm raiser
Dear editor:

I am one of those students you will find sitting in the front of
the class raising my hand, and I object to being classified as a
brown-nose- r by Joe Dreesen in his column "Smiling Grimly"
(Daily Nebraskan, Jan. 30).

It is a fact that students who sit in the first two or three rows
receive better grades on the average. Why? Because in front you are
better able to hear what the instructor is saying and better able to
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CELEBRATES
Spring Intersession in

South America

ay 16, 1975-Ju- ne 5, 1975
BUDDHA'S - BOB'S - BEAVER'S

BIRTHDAYS

HELP THE BARTENDERS CELEBRATE THEIR BIRTHDAYS

Register now in Room 204,

iebraska Union. University of Hebraska

Be nice to
someone

today!

Help a
Heinnie
Heinnie
Heinnie
Heinnie
Heinnie
Heinnie
Heinnie
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IPCf SPECIAL STUDENT SAVIHeinnie Klein is our friendly

Michelob routeman. And we
want to help Heinnie win hi
sales contest. So come in to
Stanard's and grab 3 six of
Michelob.
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LOW AS u"

Charter flight on Braniff Lincoln to Lima,

Peru and return Quito Ecuador to
Lincoln '387 round trip,

pro-ra- ta airfare.

Course Allotments expire Feb. 14

Tne following 3 credit hour study to
will also be offered:

SPECIAL TOPICS: LITERATURE AND CONVER-

SATION (Spanish 3980
FOURTH SEMESTER SPANISH (Spanish 2020

PROBLEMS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION: DEVEL-

OPING CURRICULUM MATERIALS FOR TEACHING
ABOUT LATIN AMERICA (Sec. Ed. 8961)
PRO-SEMINA- R IN LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES or
CONTRACT HOURS IN INTERNATIONAL EDUCA-

TION (478878f: Anthro., Geog., Hist., Romance

Lang.. Poli. Sci., Hist. Phil. Ed. or Hist. Phil. Ed. 932)
COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS
(Crim. Just. 495v)
SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN BANKING AND FINANCE
or INDEPENDENT RESEARCH IN BANKING AND
FINANCE (Finance 450 or B.A. 890v)
ETHNIC DANCE or DANCE WORKSHOP (PE
1273901)

AND COLONIA LATIN AMERI-

CAN ART (Art 3989860
SOUTH AMERICAN ART AND ARCHITECTURE
DRAWING THEORY (Art 3998960
GALAPAGOS ISLAND STUDY TOUR (Zoology 498

8981)
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF LATIN AMERICA or
CURRENT ECONOMIC ISSUES (Econ. 3233891)
SPECIAL TOPICS: INTENSIVE CONVERSATION
(Spanish 3981)
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DO IT FOR
HEINNIE!
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til 1 am
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